Thomas Sowell wrote that Barack Obama complained he was "often left by the suggestion that he's an administrator who would try to deceive the public about what happened in Benghazi. What has this man not deceived the public about?"

The events unfolding in Benghazi on the tragic night of September 11th were as follows. The attacks were going on, "in real time," as they say. So the idea that the Obama administration now has to carry out a time-consuming "investigation" to find out what those events were, when the information was immediately available at the time, is a little much.

The full story of what happened in Libya, down to the last detail, may never be known. But you don't need to know every detail of the events before, during and after the attacks to know that the story by the Obama administration was a fraud. The administration's initial story that what happened in Benghazi began as a "protest" against an anti-Muslim video in America was a very convenient theory. The most obvious alternative explanation would have been devastating to Barack Obama's much heralded attempts to mollify and pacify Islamic nations in the Middle East.

To have helped overthrow pro-Western governments in Egypt and Libya, only to bring anti-Western Islamic extremists to power would have been revealed as a foreign policy disaster of the first magnitude. To have been celebrating President Obama's supposedly brave role in the killing of Osama bin Laden, with the implication that Al Qaeda was crippled, would have been revealed as a farce.

Obama's supposedly heroic role in the killing of Osama bin Laden, with the implication that Al Qaeda was crippled, would have been revealed as a farce.
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Dear Editor,

As much I would have loved Mitt Romney to give Chairman Barack Hussein Obama II a verbal lashing in the final debate, Mitt was wise enough to know that you can't give Associated Press any ammunition to invent false and distracting issues. AP won't tell us that China would be exempt from the expensive CAP and TRF and the Wall Street New Democrats are relying to limit both America's businesses and households and that America already has some of the world's highest corporate income taxes. Obama blew millions on Solynida Corporation owned by his buddy's and blew another $185 million on Enerl, a manufacturer of electric car batteries. Both filed for bankruptcy. Obama took pride in blocking the 1,700 mile Keystone XL pipeline which cost the American people more than 20,000 jobs and access to cheaper energy. The bottom line is that the RICH can either invest or spend their money. Either option helps those aspiring to be "RICH". Obama is intent on mimicking the same FAILED economic model which is crumbling before our eyes in Europe. Obama wants to subject us to the same economic conditions our ancestors fled from to become Americans! Obama is scary!

Sincerely, Joseph DuPont

---

The election of Barack Obama was a mistake of catastrophic proportions for traditional America. His election would have never taken place had the voters consid-
ered his past record, which was readily available. Much of the white moderate vote that helped to create his victory was cast by those seeking absolution from guilt pertaining to the historical mistreatment of blacks. Was voting for a black community organizer and rabble rouser really worth it? Perhaps America has learned that there are more important things to consider than skin color when selecting an American president.

Barack Obama's presidency has been a holo felt. Like I did so many years ago, in 2008 America fell victim to false advertising. As the past four years have demonstrated beyond any serious doubt, the idea of President Obama was far better than the reality of President Obama. We were promised the world. We were promised transparency; but we were sold an illusion. We got too.

Indeed, during the 2008 campaign, a then-SEN. Barack Obama promised an audit, that if elected, we would look back upon the moment he took office and "tell our children that this was the moment when we began to provide care for the sick and good jobs to the jobless; this was the moment when the rise of the oceans began to slow and our planet began to heal; this was the moment when we ended a war and secured our nation and restored our image as the last, best hope on earth."

That was the idea of President Obama. That was what many good, well-meaning people voted for. That was the hope offered and the change promised.

That was not what we got.

Though it's certainly not a comprehensive analysis, during the second presi-
dential debate, Mitt Romney, in response to Mr. Obama's attempts to gloss over his mounting leadership failures, summarized a few of the big ones. While address-
ing an audience member who, perhaps like you, voted for Obama in 2008; Romney observed, in part, the following:

I think you know better. I think you know that these last four years haven't been so good as the president just described and that you don't feel like you're con-
fident that the next four years are going to be much better either. …

He said that, by now, we've had unemployment at 5.4 percent. The difference between where it is and 5.4 percent is 9 million Americans without work. …

He said he would have, by now, put forward a plan to reform Medicare and Social Security, because he pointed out they're on the road to bankruptcy. He would reform them. He'd get that done. He hasn't even made a proposal on either one. Obama said in his first year he'd put out an immigration plan that would deal with our immigration challenges. Didn't even file it.

This is a president who has not been able to do what he said he'd do. He said that he'd cut in half the deficit. He hasn't done that either. In fact, he doubled it. Obama said that by now middle-income families would have a reduction in their health insurance premiums by $2.500 a year. It's gone up by $2,500 a year. And if ObamaCare is … implemented fully, taxes rise another $2,500. …

The middle class is getting crushed under the policies of a president who has not understood what it takes to get the economy working again. … [T]he number of people who are still looking for work is still 23 million Americans.

There are more people in poverty, one out of six people in poverty.

How about food stamps? When he took office, 32 million people were on food stamps. Today, 47 million people are on food stamps. How about the growth of the economy? It's growing more slowly this year than last year – and more slowly last year than the year before. …

The president has failed, but his policies haven't worked. Recently, my wife and I attended an outdoor festival in central Virginia. Although the event was not political, there were people from both the Obama and Romney camps handing out campaign stickers and other items. I suspect that if a poll were taken, liberals outnumber conservatives by about two-to-one.

That's why I was so taken aback. Although we saw dozens of people wearing Romney stickers, we only saw one man wearing an Obama sticker. While addressing an audience member who, perhaps like you, voted for Obama in 2008; Romney observed, in part, the following:
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Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:

"A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed."

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty! Enforce the Bill of Rights!

1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don’t know your rights you don’t have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You Are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committed by the criminal class in power.

The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of sovereign individuals. Government has NO rights!

Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their oaths.

Enforce the Bill of Rights! 

GUNS RIGHTS are FUNDAMENTAL:
2nd Amendment needs more protection!

"Guns will be taken. Only law enforcement will be allowed to have guns," decreed New Orleans police chief Eddie Kompass after Katrina hit. Police confiscated firearms at gunpoint from citizens in their homes and shops, leaving the looters in charge. The image of five officers assaulting an elderly lady having for a gun in her home flashed across television screens.

The NRA got a federal court injunction to halt the rampage. As a lawyer for NRA in the case, I personally saw hundreds of the seized guns.

Amendment 2 will strengthen the Louisiana Constitution to ensure that such abuses never recur. It says: "The right of each citizen to keep and bear arms is fundamental and shall not be infringed."

The courts say the existing guarantee allows any restriction passing the "rational basis" test. But "strict scrutiny" is the normal test for fundamental constitutional rights.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA, BATFE, H.S., TSA, F.B.I, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here,] when he went out at night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and well, or whether he would be lawfully for them to do themselves."- John Locke

"Those who make peaceful change impossible, make violent change inevitable." - Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

"If guns cause crime, then pencils cause arson."}

"If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson."
OBAMA’s Executive Order Will Cause
WW-3 for the benefit of the Israeli Jews

Barack Hussein Obama AKA Barry Soetoro AKA Barry the Rat, the south side Chicago back alley socialist insipid peddler, just signed another Executive Order. You know, President Obama, who isn’t a Zionist puppet, who will not follow orders from Bibi, who doesn’t really like those Jews at all that much anyways.

Tell Yehuda to commit like never before…to commit like your life depends on it—because it does.

Does it make sense? Or, yes, it makes sense, dollars and cents. But the Nobel Peace Prize winning Barack the Oxidized One wouldn’t possibly lead us into World War III, would he? Of course he will, y’know, I’m telling you.

This is an act of war, as sanctions, by definition, represent just that. We can only be declared by Congress. This Executive Order violates the Constitution. It is an act of treason. This is our lives we are talking about here.

Are we going to allow this dictator to precipitate the deaths of millions of us as a result of his socialist insurgency? I guess it has been a while. Maybe the sheep need to be taken out and slaughtered like the herd animals they are, again, so we can remember the World War to end all wars, until we forgot. But surely World War II. Nope, we forgot again. Those who forget history are doomed to repeat it. God bless the Republic, death to the international corporate mafia!

BIG SPENDER OBAMA! Letter

GM was bailed out with 50 BILLION tax payer dollars, so what happened to that money? GM built two new plants and raised their employment by 55%, the problem with that is, it all took place in China, and they still laid off and closed plants here in America. Then Obama gave 355 Million to a Brazilian company, Embraer, to manufacture their military light aircraft, no jobs for America. Then he spent 529 Million with Fisker to build an electric car - in Finland, still no American jobs. Another 2.4 billion went to foreign companies (NOT IN AMERICA) to develop wind farms here in the US. Like Rommey said, he spent 90 Billion on this kind of stuff? Now he wants to close over 200 coal fired plants. May I ask why? Someone please tell me why. Then we find out Big Bird is worth more than 400 Million Dollars. I found all these facts on the web pages of ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN and MSNBC.
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OBAMA MUST GO GET. HIM. OUT.

In just a few weeks we will be called, as Americans and as Patriots, to vote for the next President of the United States.

We have a responsibility and a duty as Americans to depose of the malignant growth that riddles the White House and Washington.

Our current “president”, Barack Hussein Obama aka Barry Soetoro, has made a mockery of our great country. He is a flat-out fraud.
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There are two parallel streams emerging out of the Middle East. One is the re-emergence of a global peace movement, whose real goal is to eradicate the constitu- tions of sovereign nations, remove the guns from the citizen’s and redistribute the wealth of the Middle Class.

The secretive elite install their leaders all over the world, under the guise of democracy in order to accomplish the consolidation of their wealth and power! The movie, “2016 Obama’s America,” was a good movie. But, there was a glaring omission from the film. A guy like Obama just doesn’t walk into the White House! He is deliberately placed there by very powerful elite to accomplish their agenda. The problem is not Obama, which is what they want you to believe. The problem is George Soros and the people he represents, who want to transfer the wealth of the Middle Class. Through Obama and a Republican and Democratic Congress, they have accomplished an “Open Revolution,” and have re-invented the U.S. The average wealth of the American Middle Class, has been reduced somewhere between 40-60%.

We now live in the world of Big Brother, “1984,” and “Brave New World.” As Aldous Huxley said, “the most efficient dictatorship is one where the people love their servitude.” This is America today. Drugs both legal and illegal, porn, hypnotic religion, sports and new technological toys, to occupy mass conscious- ness.

I am not a scientistologist, but in the early days of L. Ron Hubbard, Hubbard fully understood the “twelve men,” who controlled the world and how they did financially and with mind control. Whether you like Hubbard or not, L. Ron Hubbard understood, “Battlefield Earth,” a lot better than most Christian minis- ters like, Billy Graham. I know these words are going to step on the toes of the idiotic sacred cow of Evangelical Christianity. The name of that cow is “Apis,” and it is the god of the ancient Egyptians. When Moses was up on the mountain talking to God, the Hebrews had melted all their gold, into the form of a golden calf called “Apis,” and had orgies around it.

The Egyptian religious system is alive and well today, stemming from Babylon. The only way we can have a Third Great Awakening, which will ignite the atomic-bomb-like energy necessary for blowing open the frozen consciousness of a generation frozen in time and infected with the “zombie apocalyptism,” is to come into direct contact with truth, not religion, but truth.

A short glimpse of a video I put together entitled, “Moon into Blood – Iran, Iraq and Armageddon,” may give you an idea what to expect in the near future.

“What will the final order of the future be like? Consider, I will tell you. There will be a class of overlords, after them the rank and file of the party mem- bers in hierarchical order, and then the great mass of anonymous followers, ser- vants and workers in perpetuity, and beneath them again the conquered foreign races, the modern slaves. And over and above all these will rein a new and exalt- ed nobility of whom I cannot speak. But of all these plans the militant members will know nothing. The new man is living amongst us now! He is here. Isn’t that enough for you? I will tell you a secret. I have seen the new man. He is intrepid and cruel. I was afraid of him” –Adolf Hitler.

To watch movie teaser, visit www.chaosreaction.com

"Those who expect to reap the blessings of freedom must, like men, undergo the fatigue of supporting it.” -- Thomas Paine
Obama’s No Fly List Hits Military Innocents Stuck In Hawaii 6-days

A Mississippi man stranded in the Hawaiian islands after being told he was on the FBI’s no-fly list has returned to San Francisco after being cleared to board an airplane. Hicks was stuck for six days at his own expense, unable to board either commercial or military planes.

Hicks, 34, was traveling to visit his wife, a U.S. Navy lieutenant stationed on Okinawa. He hitched a ride on a scheduled military flight, as military dependents are allowed to do when there’s room.

During a layover at Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii a U.S. Immigration Enforcement agent told Hicks he was on the no-fly list and couldn’t continue.

Finally, after six days, Hicks was cleared to fly, but too late to meet his wife on Okinawa. The Sun-Herald reports (http://bit.ly/ORCBNS) that Wade E. Hicks Jr., of Gulfport, returned California late Friday on a military airplane.

[Editor’s comment: Obama’s TSA, HS, FEMA Army all suck, and are unconstitutionally violating our rights as free sovereign American Citizens. Government is supposed to ensure our rights to travel and to relocate our rights with insane police state Nazi/Mossad style tactics “for our security”. Obama Must Go!]

OBAMACARE: FULL TIME WORK NOW DEFINED AS 30 HRS BY OBAMA

Much has been unveiled about the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare). The Supreme Court has upheld the individual mandate as a tax. We’ve come to find out the incredible taxes on employers. We’ve seen that young girls can be provided with contraception, abortions and sterilizations without parental notification. Now we desire that Obamacare has effectively altered the definition of “full-time” work as averaging only 30 hours per week.

Section 1513 of the law reads, “‘full-time employee’ means, with respect to any month, an employee who is employed on average at least 30 hours of service per week.” (Section 4, paragraph A)

The section quoted above is from the employer mandate. It requires any business that has 50 or more full-time employees to provide the minimum-level of government defined health coverage to those employees.

Obama Campaign Collections Investigated as Illegal Foreign Donations Flow in under Legal Ban

(Breitbart) – In an explosive report set to send shockwaves through official Washington, the Government Accountability Institute (GAI) released a 108-page GAI investigation into the threat of foreign and fraudulent Internet campaign donations in U.S. federal elections (visit campaignfundingrisk.com to download the full report).

Breitbart News obtained an advance copy of the bombshell report which reveals that the Obama.com website is not owned by the president’s campaign but rather by “America’s Fraud President” Obama bundler Robert Roche, a U.S. citizen living in Shanghai, China. Roche is the chairman of a Chinese infomercial company, Acorn International, with ties to state-run media and “preferential tax treatments and subsidies” doled out by the People’s Republic of China (PRC), according to multiple social security numbers!

The unusual Obama.com website redirects traffic directly to a donation page on the Obama campaign’s official website, my.barackobama.com, which does not require donors to enter their credit card security code (known as the CVV code), thereby increasing the likelihood of foreign or fraudulent donations. The website is managed by a small web development firm, Wicked Global, in Maine. One of Wicked Global’s employees, Greg Dorf, lists on his LinkedIn page his additional employment with Peace Action Maine and Maine Voices for Palestinian Rights. According to the GAI report, 68 percent of all Internet traffic to Obama.com comes from foreign visitors.

In 2011, Mr. Roche obtained one of the most sought-after pieces of real estate in Washington, DC: a seat at the head table for President Obama’s State Dinner for Chinese President Hu Jintao. How Roche—a man whose infomercial company hawks fitness equipment, cell phones, and breast enhancement products—landed a seat alongside Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, former President Bill Clinton, Sen. John Kerry, former President Jimmy Carter, and Chinese President Hu Jintao remains unclear.

Since 2009, White House Visitor Logs list the name Robert Roche at least 19 times, despite the fact Mr. Roche’s primary residence is in China. Mr. Roche, who is originally from Chicago, is a co-chair of the Technology Initiative for the Obama campaign.

According to Acorn International’s prospectus, the success of Mr. Roche’s company hinged on maintaining access to state-run media and “preferential tax treatments and subsidies” doled out by the People’s Republic of China (PRC).

Our investigation found access to TV media time to market our products and services in China....PRC law is vague and is subject to discretionary interpretation and enforcement by PRC authorities....Loss of these preferential tax treatments and subsidies could have material and adverse effects on our results of operations and financial conditions.

In addition to the Obama.com redirect revelation, the Government Accountability Institute report—America the Vulnerable: Are Foreign And Fraudulent Online Contributions Influencing U.S. Elections?—exposes myriad gaping online security holes that stand to threaten the integrity of House, Senate, and presidential elections.


Krazy For Kolea Kontest Winners

Report by Nene O Molokai

First place in the 15th annual Krazy for Kolea Kontest was won by Joe Yetoh, reporting an upcountry kolea on August 1st, the earliest migrating bird to touchdown on Molokai. Apparently the bird was on its way farther south as it only stayed a day to rest before moving on to its final destination farther south. Joe will receive a Kolea Research tee-shirt from the Hawaii Audubon Society and a certificate for a fine scope of ice cream at Kamao Snack-N-Go.

The kolea or Pacific Golden-Plover (Pluvialis fulva) has one of the longest transoceanic migrations of any of the world’s shorebirds, with some birds flying from breeding grounds in Alaska to winter as far away as Madagascar. In Hawaii, the winter range of the kolea includes pastures and cultivated fields, coastal wetlands, golf courses and residential lawns. The koles spend most of its daylight hours foraging and can be recognized from a distance by its peculiar feeding behavior of run-stop-run. Each year Nene O Molokai holds the Krazy For Kolea Kontest: residents and visitors record the return of the bird to winter habitats, marking the end of the breeding season.

August 8 brought a tie for the second place koleas - Bill Fetter reported a female on the college campus with a small flock of returning koles, the Official Bird of Kaunakakai (Bristle-thighed Curlew, Numenius tahitienesis), and Sarah Jenkins reported a kolea on the multi-purpose field at Duke Kaui Regional Park. Home Pumehana resident Judith Gardner reported one kolea in a flock of 10 kioea in the parking lot on the 15th, and two days later Kimo McPherson described the high speed aerial maneuvers of two kola in a territorial dispute at the Kaunakakai Elementary School playground. The next day one of the bird had injured its right eye and was hopping on its left leg and is now walking normally. This year several Home Pumehana residents reported kolea, said Aunty Kapua Templeton reporting her’s on the 19th. Manae resident Kim Markam spotted both of her koles on the 23rd, and the next day Home Pumehana resident Uncle Frankie Montiornz tied with Angel Johnson, who also reported koles at Kaunakakai Stream. The kolea was seen in the park and the most recent sighting was on the 28th when Joe Yetoh reported a kolea during an upcountry put in at the park. Joe will receive a Kolea Research tee-shirt from the Hawaii Audubon Society and for his August 28 kolea, Mahalo to all the other participants who reported a kolea but didn’t place...there’s always next year!

This fall only two banded koleas has been seen on Molokai, both females, but it is still early in the season for these migrating wanderers. Kolea banded on Molokai have a green or yellow band over a silver metal band on one leg, while male banded at other locations were a combination of three colors and one metal band. Bird bands are read as if reading a book, that is, the bird’s left leg top to bottom, then the bird’s right leg top to bottom. Krazy For Kolea Kontest Winners should call Arlene 555-5992 or email researchbird@yahoo.com to receive their prizes. Many more kolea will return to Molokai over the next six weeks so continue to report your sightings of banded koles!

Obama: America’s Fraud President

The Problem: The Main Stream Media is corrosively silent on 'America’s Fraud President' Barack Hussein Obama, many Patriots are asking, why?

Bottom line is the Main Stream Media has consistently protected 'America’s Fraud President' and buried Obama Frauds such as:

Forged Birth certificate issued by the White House!

Multiple Social Security numbers!

Sealed College records!

Surrender license to practice law!

Missing birth records in Hawaii!

Selective Service records sealed!

Foreign Passports!

Association with known Communists and subversives!

Sworn testimonies by credible witnesses proving Obama was not born in America.

America’s top Sheriff threatened if he continues investigating the Obama Frauds...

...and the list goes on...

Wake up America! Restore USA, the Republic, that is! God Bless America!

It really leaves me wondering when people are going to wake up and say “Enough is enough!”

God Bless America!
Obama’s Lies re: Benghazi and Al Qaida

Obama Lies about Benghazi and the Al Qaida: 2012 being an election year, nothing can be allowed to break the campaigning President from his re-election taking point that Al Qaida has been vanquished into the dark recesses of history. Barack Obama has spent much of the year boasting about his success in defeating Al Qaida and killing their leader, Osama Bin Laden.

However, if this “vanquished foe” can reach from their grave on the anniversary of 9-11 and kill an American Ambassador, then Obama’s campaign rhetoric about how he, Barack Obama, has kept us safe is blown to bits.

So instead of the truth we have been spoon-fed a first class cover-up. First phase of the cover-up was to mislead America. Rather than call the attack terrorism, we were given a steady stream of official statements intended to make us believe the attack in Benghazi, Libya was merely a demonstration about a YouTube video gone wrong.

Here are some examples of the Obama Administration’s cover-up lies on Benghazi, claiming he said it was a terrorist attack, when clearly, his words quoted here do no say any such thing.

Starting at the top on September 12th Barack Obama told us this: “Since our founding, the United States has been a nation that respects all faiths. We reject all efforts to denigrate the religious beliefs of others. But there is absolutely no justification for the attack terrorism, and we rejected a steady stream of official statements intended to make us believe the attack in Benghazi, Libya was merely a demonstration about a YouTube video gone wrong.”

In domestic policy, Obama is trying to create a socialistic world with no consequences: get pregnant but don’t want the baby, get an abortion; buy a house but can’t afford the payments, the government will help you out; can’t afford contraceptives, no problem, we’ll make everyone else pay for them; want to spend your money on “stuff”, ok, we’ll give you food stamps; etc. etc. etc. BUT a funny thing is happening on the way to the November elections, our president is finding out there is a real world, with real consequences and it’s not pretty; over spend to the tune of trillions of dollars and our credit rating drops; neglect security at our overseas installations and people die; limit oil drilling permits and gas prices continue to increase; etc. etc. etc. The consequences and broken promises are catching up with our fraud communist psdo-president who is usurping the Office of President.

Obama, the infamous “Choom gang” leader from Punahou is on a Bummer at the Presidential Debates! Ha ha!

Obama’s USA is a Police STATE

Enforced by 5-Million Volt Cattle Prods for crowd control and pain compliance!

5-million volt cattle prod for crowd control and pain compliance to be used by the Cops/Military: here is folks right before your eyes, like I have been saying for years that our government considers citizens as mere cattle [Zionist Jews call us goyim, i.e. cattle] and will be treated as such. SEE VIDEO: see video: http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/10/03/5-million-volt-cattle-prod-developed-for-crowd-control/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+pakalert+%28Pak+Alert+Press%29

Paul Joseph Watson via Infowars

As law enforcement agencies and the federal government accelerate their preparations for civil unrest, a new 5 million volt tactical cattle prod has been developed for the purposes of “crowd control” and pain compliance.

The weapon was on display at the recent 2012 SOFIC (Special Operations Forces Industry Conference), described as “the defense industry’s premier event,” and attended by military and police professionals. The event was sponsored by Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman.

Touch the BattleProd anywhere on the rod (front, sides, etc.), and you’re goin’ down like a sack a’ potatoes. Actually, you’re probably goin’ night-night for a little while,” writes David Crane.

Previously, the most powerful Tasers only reach around 50,000 volts and despite being described as “non-lethal” have killed at least 500 Americans. Given that the BattleProd can achieve 5 million volts, concerns surrounding the safety of the device will obviously be paramount.

The fact that the weapon is being developed for use by both police and military forces nationwide who are increasingly being re-oriented to carry out homeland security operations will increase fears that the BattleProd will be another tool of domestic oppression.

As we reported last week, LRAD sonic weapons which are also designed to disperse crowds via audio pain compliance are being deployed “throughout” America in readiness for upcoming national emergencies and other crises, such as opposition to Obama’s Dictatorship and treason against our Constitution.

The Department of Homeland Security, the US Army, US Military Police, as well as law enforcement bodies across the country are all making preparations for riots and civil unrest in light of domestic disorder that has gripped Europe as a result of the financial crisis, most recently in Greece and Spain.

A recently leaked US Army Military Police training manual for “Civil Disturbance Operations” outlines how military assets are to be used domestically to quell riots, confiscate firearms and even kill Americans on U.S. soil during mass civil unrest.

 disobedience. As the Jesuits wrote in Civilta Catholica on the centenary celebration of the French Revolution in 1890, any country which turns away from God will find itself ruled by Jews. Why do our politicians support Wars for the benefit of Zionist Israeli Jews? The denial of Jewish superiority.

Accepting Jewish superiority denies Christ who made us equal.

Enforce the Bill of Rights! T.J. Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty! Enforce the Bill of Rights!
To All members of the U.S. Congress:

Whereas, the first official U.S. law enforcement investigation into Barack Obama's legal eligibility for the presidency, led by Maricopa County, Ariz., Sheriff Joe Arpaio and involving a six-month investigation by three professional criminal investigators and two attorneys, established “probable cause” that the document released with great fanfare by the White House April 27, 2011, as Obama’s “long-form birth certificate” is a forgery;

Whereas, specifically, these investigators, after interviewing dozens of witnesses, examining hundreds of documents, and taking numerous sworn statements from witnesses around the world, including multiple document experts, concluded that said “birth certificate” did not originate in a paper format, but was created – that is, forged – as an electronic file on a computer;

Whereas, specifically, these investigators, after interviewing dozens of witnesses, examining hundreds of documents, and taking numerous sworn statements from witnesses around the world, including multiple document experts, concluded that said “birth certificate” did not originate in a paper format, but was created – that is, forged – as an electronic file on a computer;

Whereas, the Arpaio-led law-enforcement investigation cited numerous experts demonstrating that an additional fraud was allegedly committed in the forgery of Barack Obama’s Selective Service registration card;

Whereas, the investigation also found that, according to a sworn affidavit by the longtime mailman for the parents of ex-Weather Underground terrorist Bill Ayers, Ayers’ mother enthusiastically claimed she had helped pay for the Harvard Law School education of “foreign student” Barack Obama;

Whereas, Arpaio’s lead investigator Michael Zullo explained at a March 1 press conference that the 1961 Hawaiian newspaper “announcements” of Barack Obama’s birth confirm nothing, since the investigators “can prove beyond a doubt” that these newspapers also announced arrivals of foreign babies as well as native-born; and that the investigators even possess “documented evidence of two adopted individuals who were breathing three years prior” to their supposed Hawaii “birth” and subsequent newspaper “birth announcements”;

Whereas, the investigation determined that immigration files in the National Archives recording overseas arrivals into Hawaii are missing from one particular week – the week of Obama’s birthday, August 4, 1961; and that the investigators believe the Hawaii Department of Health has engaged in a systematic effort to hide from public inspection any original 1961 birth records for Obama it may have in its possession;

Whereas, investigators have advised Sheriff Arpaio they believe at least two crimes of fraud were committed: 1) The White House allegedly created a forgery it claimed was an officially produced governmental birth record; and 2) the White House allegedly presented to the residents of Maricopa County, Ariz. – and to the entire American public – a forgery represented as “proof positive” of President Obama’s authentic 1961 Hawaii long-form birth certificate;

Whereas, Sheriff Arpaio concluded: “Absent the authentication of Hawaii Department of Health 1961 birth records for Barack Obama, there is no other proof he was born anywhere within the United States”;

Whereas, despite a virtual media blackout on the issue, repeated national polls show that almost half of registered U.S. voters remain unconvinced that Barack Obama is telling the truth about his past – and specifically they remain unconvinced he is even legally qualified to occupy the presidency. Not to finally resolve this monumental and unprecedented constitutional issue would be intolerable, and would constitute the most extreme disrespect and contempt for the U.S. Constitution which every Congress member has sworn a solemn oath to defend.
Yes, lots of evidence points to Kenya as Obama/Soetoro’s birth place, not Hawaii.

Lots of evidence shows the Obamagang is motivated by a lawless hostility toward the Constitution for the United States of America, the Supreme Law of the Land, applies race biased invidious discriminatory animus toward middle class and poor Caucasians; and, exempts his cohorts from the equal enforcement of the law to effect a power shift away from Constitutionally limited government in republican form by We The People to incrementally effect a race/sectarian biased Marxist socialist dictatorship under color of law, i.e., “fundamentally change America” as Obama promised he would do.

Obama should be immediately arrested for TREASON, War Crimes, Fraud, etc. etc. along with all his Czars and attorneys and justice obstructing federal judges and complicit members of Congress and Senate, and Bush I&II, and Clintons B&H, Pelosi, Reid, and State of Hawaii governors Linda Lingle, Neil Abercrombie, DNC, RNC, militant Black Panthers, Zionists, and Neo-Cons. If not, USA is on the fast track to 3rd World Order. Blogger Koos is right: White voters let their self-hatred and white coolie guilt overrule good sense and good judgement when they voted for this slimeball illegal alien fraud Obama/Soetoro, and his cabal of far-left Israel-first and Muslim Black Nationalist enemies of the Constitution and the natural born American Citizens and good legal immigrants. You deserve Obama government, unless you repent to God and take immediate action to correct this Constitutional crisis as is our DUTY as described in our 1776 Unanimous Declaration! George Peabody, editor
Amish men jailed over refusal to use orange safety triangle on buggies

By Kim Hutcherson, CNN

(CNN) – A group of Kentucky Amish men would prefer to do jail time rather than violate their religious beliefs, which they say forbid the placement of bright orange safety triangles on the backs of their buggies. The orange triangles are required on all slow-moving vehicles, according to Kentucky state law.

Nine men in the western part of the state have refused to use them. They belong to the Old Order Swartzentruber Amish. According to court documents, this sect follows a strict code of conduct, called Orduokung, which "regulates everything from hairstyle and dress to education and transportation." They believe that displays of "loud" colors should be avoided, along with the use of "worldly symbols." Swartzentruber Amish believe such symbols indicate the user no longer trusts fully in God.

The Swartzentruber Amish use reflective tape, but refuse to use the orange triangle.

After the appeal of their 2008 conviction was denied, Menno Zook, Danny Byler, Mose Yoder, Levi Hotvetler, David Zook and Eli Zook refused to pay the small fines associated with their conviction. All six are currently serving sentences ranging from three to 10 days in the Graves County Jail, according to the jail's website.

Two other men, Jacob Gingerich and Emanuel Yoder, have already served their sentences and been released, the website says.

"The men are "very polite, respectful, everything you would expect," said Graves County Chief Deputy Tim Warn. He said the men dressed up in their "Sunday best" to report for their jail sentences. The men are not forced to wear the orange county jail uniforms, Warn said. They are allowed to wear uniforms that are dyed a dark gray, but they are not allowed to wear their own clothes.

A ninth man, Levi Zook, had his fine paid by John Via, a Graves County resident who has close ties among the Amish community.

"Via paid the fine because Levi Zook has a son with cerebral palsy. "The Lord just put it on me," Via said. "It was bothering me too much. I know the problem in that area."

Via says there is another problem with the orange triangle for the Swartzentruber Amish. The triangle is a symbol of the Holy Trinity - God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Ghost. Swartzentruber Amish believe in the Trinity to the other reasons.

"I have the explanation: federal unfunded liabilities (meaning obligations Uncle Sam can't currently pay for) are close to $39 TRILLION! Even when our economy was healthier, the total wealth it could produce in one year came to about $4 trillion – meaning it would take seven full years of 100% confiscation of our entire gross domestic product to dig the government out of its bankruptcy hole.

Bureaucrats at all levels of government are scrambling for new revenue to satiate their spending. They don't see you and me as sovereign citizens either – Productive people who earn, save, and invest their money wisely are perseveringly seen as a resource of the state -- something bureaucrats own and control for their own ends, something they can exploit.

Obama Telegraphs His Ugly Plans to Take What Belongs to You

Obama and his opportunistics are still enjoying the reins of power, despite their recent voter rebuke. Totally unfazed, he is doing much more than doubling the number of IRS auditors, bullying Swartzentrubers into not accepting private assets won't be enough to save Congress from bankruptcy, according to a Federal Reserve President Richard Fisher's 'explanation: federal unfunded liabilities (meaning obligations Uncle Sam can't currently pay for) are close to $39 TRILLION! Even when our economy was healthier, the total wealth it could produce in one year came to about $4 trillion – meaning it would take seven full years of 100% confiscation of our entire gross domestic product to dig the government out of its bankruptcy hole.

Bureaucrats at all levels of government are scrambling for new revenue to satiate their spending. They don't see you and me as sovereign citizens either – Productive people who earn, save, and invest their money wisely are perseveringly seen as a resource of the state -- something bureaucrats own and control for their own ends, something they can exploit.

Obama +-Democrats are now More Moochers Than There Are Taxpayers

Obama's plans to remove even more "disadvantaged" people from the tax rolls (using a system of credits) means that a majority of people who vote in the next election will be non-taxpayers, fully able to tax an oppressed minority (you and me) with impunity, without themselves paying any income tax at all! Mitt Romney's claim that 47% do not pay any income taxes may have been too low!

It goes without saying that there are not enough voting taxpayers left to ensure Washington treats us with respect. So it falls to you and me, and millions of hardworking people like us, to ensure that our rights as U.S. citizens are protected – because most voters no longer have any skin in the game when it comes to paying income tax. Most voters are clueless, the utter-ignorant, celebrity-obsessed bulk of the U.S. populace, simply don't care if some other segment of the populace [thats you who work, save, and vest for prosperity each generation of your family, is being ripped off by Obama's IRS, while they get SNAP and free Obama cell phones, etc.]

Bureaucrats have established a multi-trillion dollar stake in taking the assets of ordinary taxpayers. It used to be police, firefighters, and military people (all of whom put their lives on the line) got generous life-long pensions, on grounds they had physically more dangerous jobs. But that benefit has been extended to literally millions of civil and state-level bureaucrats to get a VERY generous pension. Most of these arrangements are now threatened by a severe tax collection cri- sis: cash-deprived IRS agents are going to turn their problem into your problem.

Wake Up! Batten Down the Hatches! Lock and Load, Militia!

Amish men jailed over refusal to use orange safety triangle on buggies

By Kim Hutcherson, CNN

(CNN) – A group of Kentucky Amish men would prefer to do jail time rather than violate their religious beliefs, which they say forbid the placement of bright orange safety triangles on the backs of their buggies. The orange triangles are required on all slow-moving vehicles, according to Kentucky state law.

Nine men in the western part of the state have refused to use them. They belong to the Old Order Swartzentruber Amish. According to court documents, this sect follows a strict code of conduct, called Orduokung, which "regulates everything from hairstyle and dress to education and transportation." They believe that displays of "loud" colors should be avoided, along with the use of "worldly symbols." Swartzentruber Amish believe such symbols indicate the user no longer trusts fully in God.

The Swartzentruber Amish use reflective tape, but refuse to use the orange triangle.

After the appeal of their 2008 conviction was denied, Menno Zook, Danny Byler, Mose Yoder, Levi Hotvetler, David Zook and Eli Zook refused to pay the small fines associated with their conviction. All six are currently serving sentences ranging from three to 10 days in the Graves County Jail, according to the jail's website.

Two other men, Jacob Gingerich and Emanuel Yoder, have already served their sentences and been released, the website says.

"The men are "very polite, respectful, everything you would expect," said Graves County Chief Deputy Tim Warn. He said the men dressed up in their "Sunday best" to report for their jail sentences. The men are not forced to wear the orange county jail uniforms, Warn said. They are allowed to wear uniforms that are dyed a dark gray, but they are not allowed to wear their own clothes.

A ninth man, Levi Zook, had his fine paid by John Via, a Graves County resident who has close ties among the Amish community.

"Via paid the fine because Levi Zook has a son with cerebral palsy. "The Lord just put it on me," Via said. "It was bothering me too much. I know the problem in that area."

Via says there is another problem with the orange triangle for the Swartzentruber Amish. The triangle is a symbol of the Holy Trinity - God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Ghost. Swartzentruber Amish believe in the Trini...
Obama Promoting Homosexual Agenda in Foreign Country, and Obliterating Christian Culture in USA?

USA Opposition To Obama’s Global Gay Agenda Overseas

The Obama State Department is once again flexing its muscle in what has become an ongoing and unrelenting effort to aggressively promote the radical gay agenda across the globe, and the latest target is the Czech Republic, where the Obama administration has joined with other “outside pressure groups” to push the radical gay agenda in the Czech Republic, in direct opposition to the view of the overwhelming majority of the Czech people.

This latest action has prompted GrassTopUSA to join 120 other national and international pro-family organizations, under the umbrella of The World Congress of Families, to officially protest the Obama/Clinton State Department’s participation in “gay-pride” festivities in Prague.

According to the document protesting the State Department’s promotion of the “gay-pride” festivities, the Obama State Department’s participation in the Prague event is simply the latest action, in what is steadily becoming an Obama administration policy of “cultural imperialism,” that is designed to “force acceptance of the gay agenda on societies with traditional values” across the globe.

Backlash on GayObama vs Christianity in USA: Youth Abandon Obama!

A new poll shows that 40 percent of the youth vote, virtually in Barack Obama’s pocket four years ago, is now going to GOP candidate Mitt Romney; and, a one-time strong supporter of Obama now is campaigning for Romney; and, a Democratic committeewoman in Pennsylvania has left not just Obama but the entire Democratic Party because of Obama-nation.

Now with just weeks to go before the 2012 presidential election, Bishop E.W. Jackson, founder and president of Staying True to America’s National Destiny, or STA, is urging that those individual actions become a flood.

He and others say the Muslim Obama aims to diminish the power of the religious vote in 2012.

“There is a concerted effort to do away with all symbols of our Christian culture, to deny our right of conscience in matters of faith and to attack Christians, Catholic and Protestant, who dare to speak openly of their faith,” Jackson said. “However, there is a silver lining in all of this. This may be an opportunity for an historic shift in the cultural and political direction of our country if Christians of all races will unite in rejecting the godless left agenda of the Obama Democratic Party.”

The Washington Examiner reported today 40 percent of the youth vote now is backing Romney. The report, citing pollster John Zogby, said this would be trouble for Obama, who needs every young voter he can get.

CNN reports confirmed a former Democratic congressman from Alabama, Artur Davis, who once was a strong supporter of Obama, is campaigning for Romney.

It was seven weeks ago when former Democratic Pennsylvania committeewoman Jo-Ann Nardelli, who also served as president and founder of the Blair County Federation of Democratic Women, announced that she was leaving the Democratic Party for the GOP.

Jackson now is calling on people of faith of all races to begin a mass exodus from the Democratic Party, echoing concerns expressed by a number of high-profile Christian groups over Obama’s treatment of the Christian faith of the nation’s favorite son.

Nardelli told the National Catholic Register at the time of her decision to change affiliation, “I did not leave the party, the party left me.”

She noted until Obama, there always was room in the Democratic Party for pro-lifers who express the Bible’s view of abortion.

“I thought I could make a difference to change our party. It didn’t work,” Nardelli explained. “I noticed that it’s been going more and more to the left.” Obama’s DNC is going to declare same-sex marriage an official plank of the party, and God is to be excluded, too.

Jackson believes that the relentless White House attack on Christian values warrants an all-out exodus from the party in office.

AMEN! Lets Roll! Vote Romney, but put guns and video to his head 24/7 to prevent him from morphing into Obama/Bush/Clinton.

Racist Affirmative Action Fraud Usurper Obama Exposed

By Lloyd Marcus

If I were a part of the brain-dead racist herd of African Americans who voted for Obama solely because he is black and celebrated him winning the presidency, I would feel pretty betrayed and embarrassed by Obama’s debate performance. I mean, after all, we were told by the MSM and the Left that Obama was all that and a bag of chips – the smartest man on the planet, a messiah, the one!

As it were, I am an unhyphenated American who happens to be black. I did not drink the Left’s racially sweetened Kool-Aid and vote for Obama. Upon observing the content of his character and comments he made to Joe the Plumber, I knew Obama was the wrong man, black or white, for America.

So all you blacks who voted for Obama should feel pretty betrayed. The Left submitted a far left empty-suitor for your “first black president” and you fell for it. From the very beginning, the mainstream media exempted Obama from the usual vetting process of candidates seeking to be president of the United States. To this day, after fours years into his reign of terror, we still suffer.

In the political movie thriller, The Manchurian Candidate was brainwashed to be an assassin. Obama has been groomed to be the Left’s perfect teleprompter controlled front man for his Socialist/Progressive agenda. His black skin suit of armor protects him from all opposition. Democrats orchestrated every appearance and his spinmeister mainstream media lobbied Obama solidballs at every press conference.

But in an mano-a-mano live presidential debate, there was no place for Obama to hide his incompetence. The Democrats and MSM could do nothing to protect their unqualified Affirmative Action president and it was embarrassing.

This is why you should never promote people to positions in which they are not qualified in order to meet racial or gender quotas. Numerous black Americans are extremely qualified to be president of the United States. Barack Hussein Obama is not among them.

I am from the immoral slavery of feeling that I must rally around Obama no-matter-what because we share the same skin-color, I thoroughly enjoyed watching Mitt Romney kick quotas. Numerous black Americans are extremely qualified to be president of the United States. Barack Hussein Obama is not among them.

I am a Black Conservative because I have witnessed, in my own family, the devastatingly negative effects of the tired old rock solid Conservatism. It was truly refreshing.

Obama’s Socialist/Progressive derriere by simply articulating color, I thoroughly enjoyed watching Mitt Romney kick quotas. Numerous black Americans are extremely qualified to be president of the United States. Barack Hussein Obama is not among them.

In the 70’s, there was a hit song titled, “Say It Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud.” Folks, I am black and proud that I did NOT exposed you for the unqualified Affirmative Action Manchurian-Americans as possible to government hand-outs – thus, giving and wasted lives. Why? Because the Good Book says, “An idle abuse, alcoholism, serial out-of-wedlock births and prison. They own family, the devastatingly negative effects of the tired old rock solid Conservatism. It was truly refreshing.

Back in June, GrassTopUSA also took a firm stand in opposition to the Obama State Department’s aggressive promotion of “Baltic Gay-Pride” events in Riga, Latvia and also spoke out in condemnation of recent Obama administration “bullying tactics” in Jamaica to promote the radical gay-agenda there as well.

The 121 national and international pro-family organizations will begin the condemnation of Obama’s actions in the Czech Republic by noting: “[Obama] is aggressively promoting the ‘gay’ agenda internationally, including same-se marriage’ and the stigmatization and marginalization of any who object to the same.

“The statues we have taken, have come at the insistence of organizations within the respective countries... organizations that repre-sent the will of the overwhelming majority of the people of their countries.”

He added: “Faced with attacks to their cul-tures from political interlopers, who are work-ing hand-in-hand with the Obama Regime, citi-zens of other countries have started to reach-out beyond their borders and pro-family organiza-tions, across the globe are thankfully answering the call.”

“The majority of people in foreign coun-tries, like the people of the United States, oppose the promotion of so-called ‘same-sex marriage,’ the stigmatization of the radical gay agen-da, and the promotion of that agenda by the Obama Regime not only spreads the unfortunate myth that the people of the United States openly encourage our political leaders to promote ‘cultural imperialism,’ but places our national security in peril by undermining the good will that exists between the United States and its allies around the world.”

“We only hope that this stance in opposi-tion to the promotion of the radical gay agenda helps to promote good will with our allies and shows the people of the world that the people of the United States stand with them against this oppressive and politically-incorrect tyranny.”

[Editor’s comments: The Law of Right Actions: The law calls for people to be rational and honest not only regarding laws of physics but also in their thinking and behavior toward one another. The law, itself, is the first letter of right action. It states: Right action gets right results whether it relates to laws of physics or to the law of behavior.

MAHALO NUI!!
ObamaNation is Communism, not Liberty

Hawaii resident Keith Unger of South Kona is struggling with the frustration of dealing with an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) audit involving a $3.44-million donation linked to the sale of a piece of environmentally sensitive land to the U.S. Forest Service (FS).

His story appears in the current issue of RANGE magazine, an award-winning publication devoted to sustainable resource use. Often controversial, RANGE has been called "the voice of reason amidst a cacophony of madness."

"Says Unger, the general manager of the McCandless Livestock & Cattle Co., based in Honokaa, negotiated in good faith the terms of the sales agreement with the FS, which reviewed the land's appraisal and had the value approved by its "in-house" appraisal.

"We bent over backwards to follow every rule and protocol," says Unger. "We incurred additional expenses to cross every 'i' and dot every 'i'. We did all the right things at the right time for the right reasons, yet now we are being persecuted by the IRS."

The agreement dealt with 3,000 acres on the slopes of Mauna Loa, the site of a uniquely Hawaiian subalpine ecosystem, which not only strategically connects the U.S. Fish & Wildlife South Kona Unit of the Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge with Volcano National Park, but also hosts endemic and indigenous plants and birds.

The value of the property was determined to be $5.64 million, but only $2.2 million had been federally appropriated for the purchase. The cattle company agreed to a cash payment of $2.2 million and $5.44 million as a donation. So far, the IRS has disqualified the entire amount of the gift.

"At the time, we had realized that our donation would be considered worthless by the IRS, and we never agreed to the sale," says Unger.

While the situation is a huge setback for the ranch, says Unger, more importantly it is a huge setback for conservation in Hawaii and nationally. Conservation easements are a useful conservation tool because they offer a landowner one of the few alternatives to selling, developing or logging. The benefits to the public are timeless and priceless and include preserving open space, water collection and filtration, carbon sequestering, soil retention maintaining biodiversity and protecting wildlife habitat.

Unger says he still believes conservation easements create a win-win situation in Hawaii and elsewhere; however his company is actively out in the ranching and landowner community cautioning against such transactions.

"If you are contemplating a similar sale for your property...beware." For these and other thought-provoking stories, several involving other "broken promises" across the West, RANGE magazine is available at select newsstands nationwide, by calling 1-800-RANGE-4-U (1-800-736-4248), or by visiting http://www.rangemagazine.com www.rangemagazine.com.

"EDITOR's: Mahalo for this VERY interesting news! Too bad, seems a truly noble project done right.

Any info about Molokai conservation easement cases, e.g., Kinaulu Ranch Partners aka Kip Dunbar, and Molokai Ranch dba...?, and Pus O Hoku Ranch ?

Some of these seem clearly to be ripoff of Taxpayer dollars for junk land e.g., Dunbar Kinaulu Ranch Partners got $2.3 million for 160 acres just junk cattle land he said could be developed if he did not get paid for conservation easement over the much overvalued scrub acreage. These scams benefit the owners who get to keep the land and use it for cattle etc but receive great tax credit and direct cash benefits in the millions from Taxpayers....they give up nothing really and are suddenly millionaires and cash to develop their other land "says Unger.

Build houses to rent as Dunbar does immediately after getting paid, and its all under cover until deal is done and nobody can stop it.


CITIES VS FREEDOM

It is hard to stop the rot once it has set in, so here are a few of the warning signs of trouble ahead: military overstretch, a widening gulf between rich and poor, a hollowed-out economy, citizens using debt to live beyond their means, and one effective policies no longer working. The high levels of violent crime, epidemic of obesity, addiction to pornography and excessive use of energy may be telling us something: the US is in an advanced state of cultural decadence.

Thomas Jefferson was right when he said that big cities were the "bane" of freedom. And there are almost no exceptions to the fact that the bigger the city is, the less freedom there is. Furthermore, it is also an accurate observation that those states that are dominated by big cities, the more difficult it is for freedom-loving people in those states to be able to resist police state oppression and socialism.

Honolulu is why people in Hawaii are tased so much. Chicago is why the people in Illinois are losing their liberties; Baltimore is why the people in Maryland are losing their liberties; Atlanta is why the people in Georgia are losing their liberties; St. Louis and Kansas City are why the people in Missouri are losing their liberties; Dallas and Houston are why the people in Texas are losing their liberties; Los Angeles and San Francisco are why the people of California are losing their liberties, and Orlando is why the people of Florida lost liberties.

In order for freedom to be defended, it will require a State, or group of states, to draw a line in the sand against this assault against our liberties, which, for the